
north slope gas wells prove successful
BARROW the first gas wells

ever drilled by the north slope
borough have proven successful ac-
cording to bill hess borough public
information officer

he said residents of barrow cai
now look forward to a secure supply
of natural gas to generate their elec-
tricity and heat their homes and of-
fices possibly well into the next
century

last summer borough mayor
george ahmaogak learned that ex-
isting production from the barrow gas
fields would fail to meet community
needs during the winter of 1987881987 88
to address the problem he launched
a low budget production and explora-
tion drilling program

A shortage of natural gas would
have hurt every resident of barrow
ahmaogak said it would have re-
quired them to spend more of their
hard earned incomeincome for power and
heat leaving them less for fuel and

supplies for subsistence hunting and
fishing for food and clothing recrea-
tion travel and other essential needs

it would similarly have hurt the
government of the north slope
borough by also increasing our
operating costs he added 1 I felt it
was critically important to get inin and
find more gas and to do it as quickly
and efficiently as possible

most of the wells now providing gas
to barrow were drilled by the navy
in the 60s and early 70s before con-
gress turned the gas fields over to the

north slope borough in 1984
production from those wells located

in the south and eastcast barrow gas
fields has been declining

making matters worse was the fact
that when a well goes into decline it
has to be worked harder this pulls
water up into the well shaft where it
freezes production of the well isis cut
even more drastically

ahmaogak was faced with the op-
tions of turning to diesel fuel explor-
ing the more distant and promising
but expensive walakpa propsectpropsect at
costs exceeding 200 million or at-
tempting to increase production of the
barrow gas fields

last winter the mayor got approval
from the NSB assembly to launch a

10 million project to drill wells inin the
barrow gas fields

while final conclusions cannot yet
be made on the two exploratory wells
both struck gas and initial results look

extremely encrumencoumencouragingtrg if current in-
dications hold up the new field should
support about seven wells and will
boost supplies well into the next
century

ahmaogak said he was pleased with
the results so far and he noted that he
has secured a 500000 state grant to
eapexpexploreI1on the possibilities of producing
gas for the villages of atqasuk nui
qsut and wainwright

another 800000 program is ex-
ploring the use of our abundant north
slope coal reserves to lower heating
and electrical costs in point hope
point lay and wainwright he said

we are also looking at potential alter-
native low cost fuel sources for
anakutvuk pass and kaktovikKaktovik

he also pointed out that his ad-
ministration is committed to solving
the problem of north slope residents
having to pay the highest energy
prices of any group of consumers in
the nation despite vast energy
resources in the area


